
Beam up to success.. 
 

WHO WE ARE.  

The Mothership is a full production digital voice recording studio 

suite that caters to all voice recording applications including: 

ADRs/Dubbing, Narration, Audiobooks, Commercials, Animation, 

Gaming, AVPs, PSAs, Telephonies, Internet videos, Jingles, Station 

IDs and anything you needed talked about. Commanding the 

Mothership is veteran voice director Brian Ligsay, who’s more 

than 20 years of industry experience guarantees professional 

results each and every time. Backed by an exceptional team of 

Actors, Writers, Engineers and Production Specialists – they have 

the technical know-how and sure fire expertise to handle any 

voice recording you need.  

 

WHAT WE DO. 

We excel at finding the exceptional. From pencil to storyline, 

imagination to application, the crew of the Mothership Recording 

Studio will find the right talent and expert crew to assist you in your 

travel to the creative universe. We screen, scan, translate, adapt, 

perform and qc check every single recording output. Using state-of-

the art recording facilities in a convenient and relaxed environment, 

talents find our place their go-to “hangout studio” and clients feel less 

tensed with ample production facilities that cater to their most 

demanding ideas. With Hi-speed internet, customized desk setups, 

and personalized kitchen usage, you can definitely maximize your 

studio time to its fullest! Heck, we even have a lazy boy for the big 

boss in you to lounge on. 

 

WHERE WE ARE.  

Located conveniently near E.Rodriguez cor. Tomas Morato, Quezon City in the Philippines. The 

Mothership Recording Studios is at the 15th floor of Winland Residences Tower, accessible to commute 

from any point in Manila. A 5-minute drive from Cubao and a stone’s throw away from major TV and 

Radio stations in QC. Ample parking spaces at the front and near the building, with 2 Gas stations no 

more than 100 meters away and a 7-11 store just below the building, our location boasts an array of 

food choices from the food paradise lane of Tomas Morato.  

 



 

WHAT YOU GET. 

With a strong foundation in the Voice acting biz, our clients are 

pampered with a selection of hundreds of talents ranging from the 

most obscure performances to the most challenging accents. 

When you need a specialty in recordings, we can provide even the 

most difficult languages and dialects to find. Mandarin, French, 

Nihonggo, Italian, Arabic, Russian, Indian, Farsi, Burmese, are just 

some of the languages our talents have performed in. From 

Cartoons to Live action and Drama, the crew of the Mothership is 

at your disposal for the most demanding audience. 

 

 

GET IN TOUCH. 

Let us beam you up to success.. Sing, act, perform in our studio, or just sit back and let us do wonders 

for your production. The Mothership Recording Studios is just a phone call away at +632-7017490 or 

thru our mobile numbers: 0916-7701115 and 0919-5731714. Get connected straight to the Captain, by 

emailing: direkbrian@gmail.com Visit our website at: www.mothershipstudios.com.ph 

 

 


